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Amplitude death (AD) is an emergent phenomenon whereby two or more autonomously oscillating systems
completely lose their oscillations due to coupling. In this work, we study AD in nonlinear oscillators with
mixed time-delayed coupling, which is a combination of instantaneous and time-delayed couplings. We find
that the mixed time-delayed coupling favors the onset of AD for a larger set of parameters than in the limiting
cases of purely instantaneous or completely time-delayed coupling. Coupled identical oscillators experience AD
under instantaneous coupling mixed with a small proportion of time-delayed coupling. Our work gives a deeper
understanding of delay-induced AD in coupled nonlinear oscillators.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Collective behavior in a large ensemble of real-life systems
may be qualitatively reproduced and investigated in a simple
model of coupled nonlinear oscillators [1–5]. Exploring the
dynamics of coupled nonlinear oscillators has become an
active field of research over the past several decades, with
applications ranging from physics to chemistry, biology, and
even social sciences. Depending on the intrinsic properties
of individual oscillators and the external interactions between
them, coupled nonlinear oscillators can give rise to a host of
collective phenomena such as synchronization [6,7], chimera
states [8,9], phase flips [10,11], etc.
Amplitude death (AD) refers to a dynamical phenomenon
where the oscillations of coupled oscillatory systems are
completely suppressed as a consequence of their interaction
[3,5,11]. The phenomenon of AD has been observed in the
different contexts of chemical reactions [12–14], biological
oscillators [15–18], laser systems [19–21], and relativistic
magnetrons [22]. AD is of particular importance in controlling
(or even maintaining) the oscillatory dynamics of realistic
systems, and therefore understanding the onset conditions of
AD is crucial. In general AD occurs in instantaneously coupled
oscillators only if their intrinsic frequencies have a fairly
broad distribution [23–25]. However, in 1998, Reddy, Sen, and
Johnston reported that inclusion of an appropriate time delay in
the coupling induces AD even in coupled identical oscillators
without any frequency mismatch [26]. This phenomenon
was also named “death by delay” by Strogatz [27], and
subsequently has been experimentally realized in nonlinear
electronic circuits [28]. Recent investigations have revealed
that AD can also occur in coupled identical oscillators under
other coupling schemes such as dynamical coupling [29–31],
conjugate coupling [32–34], nonlinear coupling [35], indirect
coupling [36,37], and mean-field diffusion [38], etc.
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In physical or biological systems, time delay typically
arises from a finite propagation speed or processing time
of signals. Thus it is important and reasonable to take time
delay into account when analyzing the dynamics of coupled
systems. In this connection, investigations of delay-induced
AD in coupled nonlinear oscillators have been an active area
of research for over a decade. For example, it has been
proposed that different kinds of delayed interaction among
coupled nonlinear oscillators successfully generate AD, such
as distributed time delays [39], partial time delays [40],
integrative time delays [41], a time-varying delay [42], and
multiple time delays [43,44]. Some works addressed the effects
of the nature of the coupling on delay-induced AD such asthe
coupling gradient [45], the coupling phase [46,47], and the
coupling asymmetry [48]. The study of delay-induced AD was
extended from coupled limit-cycle systems [49] to coupled
chaotic oscillators [50] and coupled time-delayed oscillators
[51,52]. The phenomenon of delay-induced AD has been found
in coupled oscillator networks with distinct topologies, e.g.,
an all-to-all network [53], a ring network [54], a one-way
ring [55], and complex networks [56,57].
Instantaneous and time-delayed coupling schemes are the
two limiting cases of a more general situation, where the cou-
pling signal often contains combinations of both instantaneous
and time-delayed contributions. Theoretical considerations of
both the limiting cases may represent an exceptional nature
of interactions in real-world systems, while the presence
of both instantaneous and time-delayed interactions with a
certain distribution would be a more natural one. In this
paper, we study the emergence of AD in nonlinear oscillators
with mixed time-delayed coupling, where the coupling is
constructed with a proportioned mixture of instantaneous and
time-delayed couplings. Such mixed time-delayed coupling in
fact acts as a bridge linking the purely instantaneous coupling
and the fully time-delayed coupling, and is more realistic in
many applications. Because a certain portion of the time-
delayed coupling is replaced by instantaneous interaction,
the contribution of the time-delayed effect is weakened. One
may intuitively speculate that mixed time-delayed coupling is
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detrimental to the persistence of delay-induced AD in identical
nonlinear oscillators. In contrast, our results in this paper
elucidate that on increasing the proportion of the instantaneous
coupling, AD occurs for a larger set of parameters for the
mixed time-delayed coupling rather than the case of fully
time-delayed coupling. The instantaneous coupling mixed
with a small proportion of time-delayed coupling is indeed
capable of producing AD in coupled identical oscillators.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II
focuses on the analysis of AD in two coupled limit-cycle os-
cillators with mixed time-delayed coupling. Sections III and IV
generalize the results to networked limit-cycle oscillators and
coupled chaotic oscillators, respectively. Finally, conclusions
and discussion are provided in Section V.
II. TWO COUPLED LIMIT-CYCLE OSCILLATORS
Let us start with the following system of two Stuart-Landau
limit-cycle oscillators with mixed time-delayed coupling:
z˙1 = (1 + iw1 − |z1|2)z1 + (1 − α)K(z2 − z1)
+ αK[z2(t − τ ) − z1(t)], (1)
z˙2 = (1 + iw2 − |z2|2)z2 + (1 − α)K(z1 − z2)
+ αK[z1(t − τ ) − z2(t)],
where z1 and z2 are complex variables, i =
√−1 is the
imaginary unit, w1 and w2 are the intrinsic frequencies of two
uncoupled limit-cycle oscillators, K  0 is the strength of the
diffusive coupling, τ is the amount of time delay, and α (0 
α  1) determines the proportion of the instantaneous and
time-delayed interactions in the coupling. In the case of α = 0,
the coupling is purely instantaneous; and if α = 1, the coupling
is completely time delayed. These two extreme situations
have already been well analyzed by Aronson et al. [23] and
Reddy et al. [26], respectively. For intermediate values of α
(0 < α < 1), both the instantaneous and time-delayed effects
contribute to the coupling. This work is aimed to investigate
the impact of the parameter α on the onset of AD in coupled
nonlinear oscillators.
Stuart-Landau oscillator is a prototypical limit-cycle system
experiencing a supercritical Hopf bifurcation. Employing this
model can reveal universal features of many practical systems,
where the oscillation arises through a Hopf bifurcation. In fact,
systems of coupled Stuart-Landau oscillators have been widely
used for studying various dynamical behaviors. In particular, it
has been used as an ideal paradigmatic model for theoretically
exploring mechanisms of AD in coupled nonlinear systems
for decades. Without coupling in Eq. (1), i.e., K = 0, the
two uncoupled Stuart-Landau oscillators exhibit stable limit-
cycle motions with z1 = eiw1t and z2 = eiw2t , and possess the
same unstable steady state z1 = z2 = 0. When the coupling
is turned on, i.e., K > 0, the stability of unstable origin
is changed for appropriate K , while the two stable limit
cycles collapse into the origin, signaling the onset of the
AD phenomenon. This scenario of stabilization of unstable
fixed points in coupled Stuart-Landau limit-cycle oscillators
by time-delayed coupling is dynamically different from the
stabilization of inherently unstable periodic orbits in coupled
nonlinear oscillators by delayed feedback as studied in [58].
To detect the occurrence of AD in the coupled system
Eq. (1), we linearize this system around the origin z1 = z2 = 0.
By assuming all the linear perturbations to be proportional to
eλt , the corresponding characteristic equation is obtained as
(1 + iw1 − K − λ)(1 + iw2 − K − λ)
= [(1 − α)K + αKe−λτ ]2, (2)
where λ is the complex eigenvalue. This is a transcendental
equation, which has an infinite number of roots but only a
finite number of roots with positive real part. If all the real
parts are negative, then the origin is stabilized, leading to the
phenomenon of AD.
The stability of AD for α = 0 has been studied in great
detail in [23], leading to the conclusion that both the coupling
strength and the frequency mismatch need to be sufficiently
large in order to induce AD. The necessary and sufficient con-
ditions have been explicitly derived as 1 < K < (1 + 2/4)/2
and  > 2, where  = |w1 − w2| quantifies the frequency
mismatch of the two oscillators. Thus, AD is impossible for
diffusively coupled identical oscillators without time delay.
Figure 1(a) shows the AD region in the parameter space of
(K,). The AD region is marked by the shaded area.
Reddy et al. confined their studies to the case of fully
time-delayed coupling for α = 1 [26]. They found that in the
presence of time delay the AD region on the (K,) plane is
distorted, and can even be extended down to the  = 0 axis
for a certain range of values of the time delay τ . Therefore,
AD is achieved for coupled identical oscillators if the coupling
is time delayed. To illustrate the effect of mixed time-delayed
coupling, here we intentionally fix the time delay at τ = 0.2,
and the frequencies as w1 = 10 + 2 and w2 = 10 − 2 . For
this value of τ , the AD region is just deformed but far from
 = 0 for the fully time-delayed coupling case [comparing
Figs. 1(a) and 1(b)]. Surprisingly, we find that the AD region
extends downwards to the  = 0 axis when a portion of the
time-delayed coupling is replaced with the instantaneous one.
FIG. 1. The stability regions of AD in two coupled nonidentical
oscillators described by Eq. (1) for (a) the purely instantaneous
coupling with α = 0, (b) the fully time-delayed coupling with
α = 1.0, and the mixed time-delayed coupling with (c) α = 0.99
and (d) α = 0.98, respectively. w1 = 10 + /2 and w2 = 10 − /2.
τ = 0.2 is fixed.
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For instance, see the AD regions shown in Figs. 1(c) and
1(d) for two different values of the parameter α = 0.99 and
0.98. Clearly, the presence of a small fraction of instantaneous
coupling along with the time-delayed coupling facilitates the
onset of AD. Such an effect of mixed time-delayed coupling
is more pronounced as the value of α is gradually decreased.
To examine the influence of the parameter α on the
conditions of the onset of AD in coupled identical oscillators,
we take a detailed look at the AD region in the parameter space
of (τ,K) for  = 0. Setting w1 = w2 = w, the characteristic
equation (2) is simplified to the following two equations:
λ = 1 + iw − αK + αKe−λτ (3)
and
λ = 1 + iw − (2 − α)K − αKe−λτ . (4)
The phenomenon of AD occurs if and only if all the roots of
both Eqs. (3) and (4) have negative real parts.
Using the complex Lambert function W , which is the
inverse function of g() = e for complex  [59,60], the
roots for Eqs. (3) and (4) can be obtained analytically as
λ = 1
τ
W (ταKe−(1+iw−αK)τ ) + 1 + iw − αK (5)
and
λ = 1
τ
W (−ταKe−(1+iw−2K+αK)τ ) + 1 + iw − (2 − α)K,
(6)
respectively. Further, based on a simple observation of Eqs. (3)
and (4), we notice that the stability of the origin could be
switched only if an eigenvalue λ crosses the imaginary axis
as the parameters are changed. Thus at the critical point, the
characteristic root is purely imaginary, i.e., the characteristic
root can be expressed as λ = iλI . Substituting into Eqs. (3)
and (4), and after some straightforward mathematical manip-
ulations, we derive the following set of four critical curves
bounding the AD region:
τa =
2mπ + cos−1 (1 − 1
αK
)
w − √2αK − 1 ,
τb =
2(m + 1)π − cos−1 (1 − 1
αK
)
w + √2αK − 1 , (7)
τc =
2(m + 1)π − cos−1 [ 1−(2−α)K
αK
]
w − √(2K − 1)(1 − 2K + 2αK) ,
τd =
2mπ + cos−1 [ 1−(2−α)K
αK
]
w + √(2K − 1)(1 − 2K + 2αK) ,
where m = 0,2, . . . ,∞, denoting the possible number of AD
islands. τa and τb are the critical curves deduced from Eq. (3),
τc and τd from Eq. (4). With a procedure similar to that in
[26,39], the enclosed AD region is finally identified by further
looking at the behavior of the quantity Re( ∂λ
∂τ
) calculated from
Eqs. (3) and (4) by implicit differentiation on the four critical
curves τa , τb, τc, and τd , respectively. For α = 1, it has already
been shown that only one AD island can be formed in the
parameter space of (τ,K) for w = 10, and more than one
island may appear for high values of w [26,53,54]. Without
loss of generality, we consider w  10 for coupled identical
FIG. 2. (Color online) The AD islands of the two coupled
identical oscillators of Eq. (1) on the (τ,K) space for different values
of the mixing parameter α. α = 1, 0.99, 0.98, 0.9, 0.55, and 0.45 for
(a)–(f), respectively. The AD islands are surrounded by the critical
curves τa , τb, τc, and τd in Eq. (7), which are indicated by the different
colors and styles of lines. The black star represents the minimal
point of intersection of τa and τb: (τa = τb = π/w,K = 1/2α);
and the red triangle is the maximal point of intersection of τc
and τd : [τc = τd = π/w,K = 1/2(1 − α)]. The open circles are the
numerical results, which are in good agreement with the theoretical
predictions. w1 = w2 = w = 10 is fixed.
oscillators, and m = 0 in Eq. (7). It is to be noted that for large
values of w > 10, where multiple AD islands are possible,
the effects of α on AD islands are quite similar to the case of
w = 10 as will be discussed in the following.
The analytical critical curves (7) are depicted in Fig. 2
for w = 10 and for different values of α. The open circles
represent the numerical results obtained by numerical inte-
gration of the original coupled system Eq. (1), where the AD
phenomenon is observed. The AD regions on the (K,τ ) plane
are well bounded by the critical curves in Eq. (7). These
AD regions are also labeled as AD islands. For the purely
time-delayed coupling case with α = 1, only two critical
curves τa and τc are involved in enclosing the AD island, which
retrieves the result of Reddy et al. in [26]. If the time-delayed
coupling is mixed with a portion of the instantaneous one, i.e.,
when 0 < α < 1, τb and τd may also contribute to the AD
island boundaries, as shown in Figs. 2(b)–2(e) for α = 0.99,
0.98, 0.9, 0.55, and 0.45, respectively. From these figures, it is
clear that the spread of the AD island increases to a larger set
of parameters in the (τ,K) space for decreasing α in the range
of 1 > α > 0.5, thereby increasing the proportion of instan-
taneous coupling. With further decrease in α (0 < α < 0.5),
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the AD island expands along the direction of coupling strength
with a specific scaling 1
α
. The AD boundaries are then given
by only τa and τb, as illustrated in Fig. 2(f) for α = 0.45.
The scaling 1
α
of the expansion of the AD island along
the K direction for 0 < α < 0.5 can be explained as follows.
From the forms of τa and τb in Eq. (7), we can find that all
the terms containing the coupling strength K are combined
with the parameter α. The stable region of Eq. (3) enclosed by
these two critical curves will be enlarged exactly 1
α
times along
the axis of the coupling strength compared with that in the case
of α = 1. With decreasing value of α, τa and τb lift up, while
τc and τd move down. It is not difficult to obtain the minimal
point of intersection of τa and τb as (τa = τb = πw ,K = 12α )(marked by the black stars in Fig. 2) and the maximal point of
intersection of τc and τd as (τc = τd = πw ,K = 12(1−α) ) (marked
by the red triangles in Fig. 2). Thus if 12(1−α) < 12α , i.e.,α < 0.5,
the AD island is bounded only by τa and τb, which accounts for
the expanding nature of the AD island as observed in Fig. 2(f).
From the expressions of the critical curves in Eq. (7), one
can see that the AD island in the (τ,K) space depends on
the intrinsic frequency w. In our studies, the same effect of
the mixed time-delayed coupling on the AD island as shown
in Fig. 2 is found to be generically valid for other values
of w. For each fixed value of 0 < α  1, it is also observed
that the AD island monotonically decreases with decreasing
value of w and completely vanishes below a critical threshold
wmin(α). As illustrative examples, Figs. 3(a) and 3(b) display
the AD islands with four different values of w for α = 0.9 and
α = 0.45, respectively.
For the case of completely time-delayed coupling, the crit-
ical threshold of frequency is wmin(α = 1) ≈ 4.812 [53,61]. If
the frequency w is below this value, AD never occurs for any
combinations of τ and K in this case. Figure 3 clearly shows
that the AD island exists in the parameter space of (τ,K) even
as w < 4.812 for the mixed time-delayed coupling case with
α = 0.9 and α = 0.45. Thus we can directly conjecture that
wmin(α = 0.9) < wmin(α = 1), and hence wmin(α = 0.45) <
wmin(α = 1) holds, which implies that the presence of the
FIG. 3. (Color online) The AD island as a function of the intrinsic
frequency w for (a) α = 0.9 and (b) α = 0.45. The size of the
AD island monotonically decreases as w decreases. The AD island
disappears if w is below a certain critical value wmin.
FIG. 4. The critical frequency wmin(α) vs the mixing parameter
α. wmin(α) decreases as the mixing parameter α decreases from 1 to
0.5, and retains at a constant value π/2 for 0 < α  0.5.
instantaneous coupling along with the time-delayed coupling
facilitates the onset of AD even for a small value of the intrinsic
frequency w.
The critical threshold wmin(α) is numerically calculated by
decreasing the value of w at a fixed α until the AD island
disappears. The results are shown Fig. 4, from which we find
that wmin(α) exhibits two distinctly different behaviors: (i) if
the time-delayed interaction is more than the instantaneous
part, i.e., 0.5 < α < 1, wmin(α) monotonically decreases with
decreasing α from 1, and (ii) when the proportion of the
instantaneous contribution dominates the time-delayed one,
i.e., 0 < α < 0.5, wmin(α) remains at a constant value of π2 .
Note that as AD is impossible in the instantaneously coupled
identical oscillators of Eq. (1) withα = 0,wmin(α) has no value
at α = 0. But from Fig. 4 one can state that even in coupled
identical oscillators AD can be induced by the presence
of a very small proportion of time-delayed coupling along
with the instantaneous coupling rather than the completely
time-delayed coupling.
In the above analysis, we have shown that for 0 < α < 0.5
the AD island is enclosed only by the two critical curves τa and
τb. The constant value of the critical threshold wmin(α) = π2 in
Fig. 4 for 0 < α < 0.5 can be analytically calculated from the
condition of intersection of τa and τb. If w > wmin(α), τa and
τb have two different intersection points in the parameter space
of (τ,K); the lower intersection point ( π
w
,Kmin = 12α ) and the
upper one ( π
w
,Kmax). Unlike the case of the lower intersection
point, there is no simple explicit form for Kmax, but both Kmin
and Kmax satisfy the following equation:
cos−1
(
1 − 1
αK
)
= π − π
w
√
2αK − 1. (8)
At the critical threshold of frequency w = wmin(α), these two
intersection points collide, and the AD island vanishes. Taking
the derivation of Eq. (8) with respective to K , we get
w
απ
= K. (9)
By inserting K = 12α into Eq. (9), we have
w = π
2
, (10)
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which gives the value of the critical threshold wmin(α) = π2 for
0 < α < 0.5.
The underlying mechanisms of mixed time-delayed cou-
pling facilitating AD could be interpreted in the following
intuitive way. It should be noticed that an AD state is a
very special type of complete synchronization. When AD
occurs, all coupled oscillators are attracted to the same steady
state, which is unstable in the single uncoupled oscillator. The
coupling between oscillators should not only make the steady
state synchronous, but also convert it from an unstable to a
stable one. It is well known that the presence of time delay
in the coupling can successfully switch the stability of the
unstable steady state, and the instantaneous coupling generally
prefers complete synchronization in identical oscillators. In
the proposed scheme of mixed time-delayed coupling, the
time-delayed contribution tries to stabilize an AD state, while
the instantaneous one favors its onset for a large set of
parameters.
III. A NETWORK OF COUPLED
LIMIT-CYCLE OSCILLATORS
Now the stabilizing effects of mixed time-delayed coupling
will be demonstrated in an arbitrary network of oscillators.
We employ the following network of Stuart-Landau oscillators
with mixed time-delayed coupling:
z˙j = (1 + iw − |zj |2)zj + (1 − α)K
dj
N∑
s = 1
s = j
gjs(zs − zj )
+ αK
dj
N∑
s = 1
s = j
gjs[zs(t − τ ) − zj (t)], (11)
where j = 1, . . . ,N . The network topology is characterized
by the matrix (gjs)N×N : if nodes j and s are linked by an
edge, then gjs = gsj = 1; otherwise gjs = gsj = 0. Self-links
are forbidden, i.e., gjj = 0. dj is the degree of node j , that is,
dj =
∑N
s=1 gjs .
By performing a linear stability analysis of Eq. (11) around
the AD state z1 = z2 = · · · = zN = 0, we get a set of N
characteristic equations:
λ = 1 + iw − K + (1 − α)Kρj + αKρje−λτ . (12)
Here the ρj ’s are the eigenvalues of the matrix ( gjsdj )N×N ,
which can be ordered as 1.0 = ρ1  ρ2  · · ·  − 1N−1 
ρN  −1.0. The AD island is defined by the common part of
the stable regions determined by each eigenvalue ρj . Again,
using the complex Lambert function W [59,60], for each ρj ,
Eq. (12) can be solved analytically,
λ = 1
τ
W (ταKρje−{1+iw+[(1−α)ρj−1]K}τ )
+ 1 + iw + [(1 − α)ρj − 1]K. (13)
In fact, the AD island is bounded by only two extreme
eigenvalues ρ1 and ρN , which are called the in-phase and out-
of-phase eigenvalues [62], respectively. Performing a similar
analysis as in Sec. II, we find that the critical curves bounding
the AD island are finally given by
τa =
2mπ + cos−1 (1 − 1
αK
)
w − √2αK − 1 ,
τb =
2(m + 1)π − cos−1 (1 − 1
αK
)
w + √2αK − 1 , (14)
τc =
2(m + 1)π − cos−1 [K−1−(1−α)KρN
αKρN
]
w −
√
(αKρN )2 − [1 − K + (1 − α)KρN ]2
,
τd =
2mπ + cos−1 [K−1−(1−α)KρN
αKρN
]
w +
√
(αKρN )2 − [1 − K + (1 − α)KρN ]2
,
where m = 0,2, . . . ,∞. τa and τb are derived from ρ1 = 1, and
τc and τd from ρN . If ρN = −1, these four critical curves are
the same as in Eq. (7). If w  10, then only one AD island can
be found on the (τ,K) plane [26,53,54], i.e., m = 0 in Eq. (14).
The maximal intersection point of the two curves τc and
τd in Eq. (14) is deduced as ( πw , 11+(2α−1)ρN ). The minimal
intersection point of τa and τb is ( πw , 12α ). If 11+(2α−1)ρN <
1
2α ,
i.e., α < 0.5, the AD island boundaries are determined only
by τa and τb. Thus when 0 < α < 0.5, the AD island expands
along the axis of the coupling strength K with the expansion
ratio 1
α
. To support the above analysis, we numerically study
a ring network with N = 11 nodes as an illustrative example,
for which ρN = cos[(1 − 1N )π ]. We find that on decreasing α
from 1.0 to 0.5 the spread of AD island grows to a larger set
of parameters in the (τ,K) space as shown in Figs. 5(a)–5(e)
FIG. 5. (Color online) The study of the coupled systems Eq. (11)
for a ring topology with N = 11. w = 10 is fixed. The maximal point
of intersection of τc and τd is given by {π/w,1/[1 + (2α − 1)ρN ]}
marked by the red triangles. τa , τb, τc, and τd are given in Eq. (14),
which are indicated by differen colors and styles.
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for α = 1, 0.99, 0.98, 0.9, and 0.55, respectively. For α < 0.5,
the AD island is bounded only by τa and τb as depicted in
Fig. 5(f) for α = 0.45. Thus, we have observed a similar effect
of mixed time-delayed coupling on networked Stuart-Landau
oscillators as discussed in Sec. II for two coupled Stuart-
Landau oscillators. We have also confirmed similar results
in several other types of networks.
IV. TWO COUPLED CHAOTIC OSCILLATORS
We have also investigated the effect of mixed time-delayed
coupling on a number of other dynamical systems and find
quite generally that the mixed time-delayed coupling facilitates
the onset of AD for a large range of system parameters.
Numerical results are provided here for a system of two
coupled chaotic Ro¨ssler oscillators, which obeys the following
equations:
x˙1 = w1(−y1 − z1),
y˙1 = w1(x1 + ay1) + (1 − α)K(y2 − y1)
+ αK[y2(t − τ ) − y1(t)],
z˙1 = w1[b + z1(x1 − c)], (15)
x˙2 = w2(−y2 − z2),
y˙2 = w2(x2 + ay2) + (1 − α)K(y1 − y2)
+ αK[y1(t − τ ) − y2(t)],
z˙2 = w2[b + z2(x2 − c)],
where a = b = 0.1 and c = 14. w1 > 0 and w2 > 0 are the
time scales of the two uncoupled Ro¨ssler oscillators. The
coupled chaotic systems of Eq. (15) may be regarded as a
generalization of coupled limit-cycle systems with different
intrinsic frequencies, such as the two coupled Stuart-Landau
oscillators in Eq. (1). In the absence of coupling (K = 0), each
Ro¨ssler oscillator has a phase-coherent chaotic attractor and an
unstable focus P = (x∗,y∗,z∗), where x∗ = −ay∗, y∗ = −z∗,
FIG. 6. The stability regions of AD in the two coupled non-
identical chaotic Ro¨ssler oscillators of Eq. (15) for (a) the fully
instantaneous coupling with α = 0, (b) the fully time-delayed
coupling with α = 1.0, and the mixed coupling with (c) α = 0.995
and (d) α = 0.99, respectively. w1 = 1 + /2 and w2 = 1 − /2.
τ = 2.18 is fixed.
FIG. 7. The AD regions of the two coupled identical chaotic
Ro¨ssler oscillators of Eq. (15) in the parameter space of (τ,K) for
(a) α = 1, (b) α = 0.9, (c) α = 0.7, (d) α = 0.5, (e) α = 0.3, and
(f) α = 0.1, respectively. w1 = w2 = 1 is fixed.
and z∗ = c−
√
c2−4ab
2a . When AD takes place in the coupled
systems (15), the chaotic oscillation is quenched, and all the
coupled elements eventually lie on the stationary fixed point P .
For the coupled systems (15) to experience AD in the case of
purely instantaneous coupling with α = 0, both the strength of
coupling and the mismatch of two time scales should be large
enough. The corresponding AD region in the (K,) plane is
displayed in Fig. 6(a). w1 = 1 + 2 and w2 = 1 − 2 are fixed.
If we set the time delay at τ = 2.18, the AD region for the case
of completely time-delayed coupling with α = 1 is slightly
deformed as illustrated in Fig. 6(b). With the introduction
of a small amount of instantaneous interaction along with the
time-delayed coupling, the AD region expands and touches the
 = 0 axis as depicted in Figs. 6(c) and 6(d) for α = 0.995 and
0.99, respectively. The AD region on the  = 0 axis increases
if the instantaneous contribution is enhanced by decreasing the
value of α.
Figures 7(a)–7(f) depict AD regions in the parameter space
of (τ,K) for α = 1, 0.9, 0.7, 0.5, 0.3, and 0.1, respectively,
where w1 = w2 = 1 is fixed. The AD region grows in size as a
function of both the coupling strength and the time delay upon
decreasing the value of α from 1 to 0.5. Decreasing α (0 < α <
0.5) further, the AD region expands along the coupling strength
K direction. These observations in coupled chaotic oscillators
resemble the previous results established in the coupled
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Stuart-Landau limit-cycle systems, which underscores the
generality of the stabilizing effect of mixed time-delayed
coupling in coupled nonlinear systems.
V. CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSIONS
In summary, we have examined the phenomenon of AD in
nonlinear oscillators with mixed time-delayed coupling, which
is a combination of instantaneous and time-delayed couplings
in a certain proportion. Such a mixed time-delayed coupling is
a more realistic and appropriate representation of the manner
of interaction in real systems. We designed a parameter α
(0  α  1) to measure the proportion of the instantaneous
contribution and the time-delayed part, where the cases with
α = 1 and 0 reduce to the completely time-delayed coupling
and the purely instantaneous coupling, respectively. With
decreasing value of α, the time-delayed interaction in the
coupling is weakened; in the meantime, the instantaneous
contribution is enhanced.
We found that the mixed time-delayed coupling (0 < α <
1) facilitates the onset of AD in a large set of parameter space
compared to the case of purely time-delayed coupling. If the
time-delayed contribution dominates the instantaneous one,
i.e., 0.5  α < 1, the AD island grows along directions of both
the time delay and the coupling strength; the minimal value of
the intrinsic frequency for delay-induced AD monotonically
decreases as α decreases. On the other hand, if the instanta-
neous contribution is more weighted, i.e., 0 < α < 0.5, the AD
island expands only along the direction of coupling strength
with a specific ratio 1
α
, while the threshold value of the intrinsic
frequency for delay-induced AD stays at a constant value of π2 .
A small proportion of the time-delayed coupling along with the
instantaneous coupling can give rise to AD in coupled identical
oscillators rather than the completely time-delayed coupling.
The stabilizing effect of mixed time-delayed coupling is
further shown to be valid for networks of limit-cycle oscillators
and for two coupled chaotic oscillators.
It is worthwhile to note that our findings are derived by
performing a standard linear stability analysis. Thus, one may
speculate that the results can be retrieved by starting with a
system of coupled unstable foci [63–65], which ignore the
nonlinear parts of the local dynamics. But the phenomenon of
AD refers to the quenching of oscillations of the entire coupled
oscillatory systems as a consequence of the interaction. Hence,
the uncoupled individual systems should have oscillating
behaviors rather than solely an unstable focus. In fact,
random initial conditions were used to confirm the analytical
predictions in the numerical experiments. Excellent agreement
between analytical critical curves and numerical results was
found, independent of the initial conditions, which indicates
that AD is not only linearly stable but also globally attractive.
Chaos control is a very active topic in the research field
of nonlinear science [4]. The proposed coupling scheme in
this work may serve as an indicative design of additional
control techniques for real-world complex systems. Studying
the effects of mixed time-delayed coupling on other collective
behaviors of coupled nonlinear oscillators is certainly an in-
teresting subject for future investigations. Finally, our findings
in this work should attract general interest from researchers in
the fields of nonlinear dynamics and have great potential for
applications in systems biology, ecology, signal processing,
and neuroscience [66].
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